3M Health Information Systems is a global provider of medical record coding, terminology, and reimbursement solutions designed to improve clinical and financial performance. Our innovative software and consulting services focus on solutions for ICD-10, clinical documentation improvement, and computer-assisted coding.

3M Health Information Systems
Phone: 800-367-2447
E-mail: 3MhisSales@mmm.com
www.3Mhis.com

WE MAKE KNOWLEDGE VISIBLE
Standards-based Department and Enterprise Imaging Informatics Solutions
- IMPAX® RIS/PACS/Reporting
- Medical Imaging Repositories » XERO Download Viewer

t: 864.421.1600
e: salesinfo@agfa.com
agfahealthcare.com

YOUR Teleradiology Solution
DICOM/HLP Router and Repository.
Interoperability and data exchange between PACS, HIS/RIS and any DICOM/HLP IHE enabled devices.

Visit us at SIIM. Booth 528.
www.dcmsys.com

CoActiv
Enterprise Image and Data Management MEDICAL
- Affordable, Enterprise PACS scalable from 30 to 1,000+ bed facilities
- EXAM-ESSENTIALS™ PACS for Small Clinics
- EXAM-RIS® Suite for all types of imaging facilities
- Work anywhere with EXAM-NET™ comprehensive multi-site and teleradiology functionality
- Cloud-Based, Vendor-Neutral Quad-Redundant Archiving® with HIPAA compliance and 100% up-time SLA
- Automatic, Robotic CD Burning
- Automatic Patent-Pending Referring Doctor Exam Distribution in unique background mode
- Built-in 3-D Color Reconstruction
- True Multi-Modality, Multi-Featured Functionality

info@coactiv.com  www.coactiv.com

RIS-CVIS-PACS-Reporting
Modular-Virtualized-Mobile
Ranked #1 Overall PACS by KLAS
2010 Top 20 Best in KLAS Awards:
Software & Professional Services (December 2010)
©2010 KLAS Enterprises LLC. All rights Reserved. www.KLASresearch.com.
800.794.5955  www.drsys.com

See our ad on page 9.
MedInformatix is one of the most comprehensive RIS packages on the market today. The software may easily be customized by the practice to suit their specific requirements and workflow. It is ideal for small or enterprise level practices. MedInformatix is now ONC-ATCB certified to meet stage 1 of meaningful use criteria. Contact us today to learn more.

MedInformatix, Inc.
5777 West Century Boulevard, Suite 1700
Los Angeles, CA 90045
Phone: 310-348-7367
Fax: 310-348-7330
www.medinformatix.com

MAM-A Medical Grade Discs
CD-R, DVD, Recordable Blu-Ray
Protect your medical data by using professional-grade discs. Consumer-grade discs use materials to achieve the lowest possible unit cost rather than the highest possible performance required for vital medical applications. MAM-A Medical Grade Archival CD-R, DVD-R, and BD-R discs provide superior resistance to environmental degradation compared to other recordable discs. Excellent printable surfaces for all thermal and inkjet printers, and hospital logo silk-screening is available. DICOM compliant, PACS compatible, FDA certified.

MAM-A Inc.
10045 Federal Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
Phone: 888-626-3472, ext. 430
E-mail: info@mam-a.com
www.mam-a.com

The Missing Link in Digital Medical Image Sharing
Secure Medical Networking

www.etiam.com
SIIM Booth #418-420

LAITEK
Medical Data Migration and Storage
Visit Laitek at SIIM ’11 - Booth 610
EXPERIENCE.
TALENT.
TECHNOLOGY.
PROOF.
Rapid Data Migration and
PACS Neutral Archiving from Laitek

MAM-A Medical Grade Discs
CD-R, DVD, Recordable Blu-Ray

Medinformatix is one of the most comprehensive RIS packages on the market today. The software may easily be customized by the practice to suit their specific requirements and workflow. It is ideal for small or enterprise level practices. Medinformatix is now ONC-ATCB certified to meet stage 1 of meaningful use criteria. Contact us today to learn more.

Medinformatix, Inc.
5777 West Century Boulevard, Suite 1700
Los Angeles, CA 90045
Phone: 310-348-7367
Fax: 310-348-7330
www.medinformatix.com

ONE GIANT LEAP FOR RADIOLOGY
PowerScribe 360
Visit us at Booth #703 at SIIM or at:
www.powerscribe360.com

Custom Printed Discs

National Coverage
• CR & DR Sales and Service
• PACS Sales and Service
• R/F Sales and Service
• C-Arms Sales and Service
• EMR/EHR Solutions
• Rad Rooms Sales and Service

National Healthcare Distribution
23250 Chagrin Blvd., Suite 430
Beachwood, OH 44122
Phone: 216-292-6029
www.nhd.net

ND digital

NGF digital
• No Waiting for Discs to Print
• Record Data at Any Station
• No Equipment to Maintain
• PACS Compatible

NGF Digital
149 Confederate Ave
Jasper, GA 30143
866-625-8304
Mention This Ad to Get FREE Shipping!
www.ngfdigital.com
TeraMedica provides the most comprehensive vendor neutral archive and architecture solutions available.

Evercore®, our clinical enterprise suite, delivers patient-centric imaging management software across 24 specialties.

Our data migration services can also connect multiple PACS to any storage system.

TeraMedica, Inc.
866.290.8880
sales@teramedica.com
www.teramedica.com

Low Cost, Affordable, Web Based, Complete PACS and RIS Solutions
direct from the developers!!

PACS, RIS & Teleradiology RIS, DICOM applications, Modality Worklist, DICOM & HL7 Integration and Radiology Software Development Specialists

ASP (per click) & Purchase options available*
Customers/Resellers/VARS/OEMs contact us today

Call for online demo today
Phone: 866-279-6394 ext. 1 (for sales)
E-mail: info@pccgroup.com

Radical Radiology is a full-service distributor of PACS, RIS, teleradiology, DR, CR, film digitizers, diagnostic workstations, and other digital imaging products. We offer the best in value, service, and support. Everything you need is under one banner—Radical!

Radical Radiology
524 Huffman Road, Suite C
Birmingham, AL 35215
Phone: 866-324-9700
E-mail: sales@radicalradiology.com
www.radicalradiology.com

DoseMonitor™ provides near-time visibility and alerts to potential excessive patient radiation dose before additional exposure occurs.

- Cumulative patient dose profile
- Customizable alerts and notification
- Robust reporting capabilities
- Modality dose monitoring
- Rapid deployment
- Vendor agnostic

info@dosemonitor.com
www.dosemonitor.com
877-299-6587

PACSHealth™ is a Mission Critical clinical application monitoring tool that improves Radiology department efficiency and performance by: A) Providing a real-time global PACS monitoring dashboard, B) Identifying and reporting internal database and RIS/PACS data consistency errors and C) Implementing a user-focused Audit log/HIPAA transaction reporting engine to allow full disclosure of all system events.

PACSHealth, LLC
5893 E. Night Glow Circle
Scottsdale, AZ 85266
Phone: 877-877-1457
E-mail: info@PACSHealth.com
www.pacshealth.com

Sorna provides innovations to simplify the import, export, management, and display of medical records and diagnostic images on portable media:

- Networked DISC publishing systems, powered by reliable expedo software, streamline the custom creation of patient records through programmed automation.
- Reviewer is a multifunctional software suite that imports, exports, acquires, searches for, distributes, deidentifies, reidentifies, DICOM-izes, reports about, integrates, and displays internally and externally generated DICOM and non-DICOM medical images. Every tool you need on one platform.

Sorna Corporation
Phone: 651-406-9900
E-mail: info@sorna.com
www.sorna.com

Sorna
Digital Imaging Simplified

- Improve Quality of Care
- Mitigate Risk
- Enhance Utilization Management
- Gain Business Intelligence

913.981.5300
sales.illuminate@softekinc.com
www.softek-illuminate.com

What Google™ did for the internet, Illuminate® does for Radiology.

913.981.5300
sales.illuminate@softekinc.com
www.softek-illuminate.com

PenRad™

Solutions for productivity and revenue optimization in radiology workflow

Learn more at www.penrad.com, sales@penrad.com or 763.475.3388

ScImage
The Enterprise Imaging Company

One Enterprise PACS System

Cloud PACS | Specialty Workflow | Anywhere Reporting

(866)724-6243
www.scimage.com

“TeraMedica”

TeraMedica provides the most comprehensive vendor neutral archive and architecture solutions available.

Evercore®, our clinical enterprise suite, delivers patient-centric imaging management software across 24 specialties.

Our data migration services can also connect multiple PACS to any storage system.

TeraMedica, Inc.
866.290.8880
sales@teramedica.com
www.teramedica.com
This buyers’ guide will be posted live on our website for 12 months. Visit www.RadiologyToday.net and click on the buyers’ guide tab to connect directly to the websites of every company listed. Live links to each advertiser are also available in the digital edition of the issue at www.RadiologyToday.net/digital.

Vital Images is a leading provider of enterprise-wide advanced visualization software solutions. The company’s technology gives radiologists, cardiologists, oncologists, and other specialists time-saving productivity and communications tools that can be easily accessed for use in the day-to-day practice of medicine.

Vital Images, Inc.
5850 Opus Parkway, Suite 300
Minnetonka, MN 55343
Phone: 952-487-9500
Fax: 952-487-9510
www.vitalimages.com

Managing Outside CDs in Imaging Facilities shares ideas from forward-thinking radiology facilities on handling all those outside discs. This special supplement also offers practical day-to-day advice for an issue that every imaging facility faces every day. Even if you think your facility has strong policies and procedures in place, this supplement can help you improve how you handle outside media.

RadiologyToday
We Share the Latest in Our May Digital Supplement
Managing Outside CDs in Imaging Facilities

CDs are still the primary method for sharing images among facilities. While many in radiology may wish all those discs would vanish into the cloud, CDs are not going away anytime soon. Yet a surprising number of imaging facilities do not have a well thought-out policy for handling the hundreds of discs that may show up each day.